$200 GPS Tracking Device Set To Beat Theives
SPOT Trace is a no-brainer for your cars, boats, motorcycles, toys and other valuables.

Perth based SPOT Distributor AffinityOne has announced that it will be distributing the new SPOT Trace in Australia.

AffinityOne General Manager Paul Delaney said “Australia wide GPS tracking will be affordable and reliable with SPOT Trace”.
AffinityOne have already had interest from resellers of recreational vehicles and vessels who see the device as a must have for owners. Delaney
commented “we hope Australian insurance companies embrace GPS tracking technology and actively encourage policy holders to fit a tracking device
buy providing an additional level of premium discount."

The SPOT Trace offers advanced theft-alert tracking for anything. Instantly receive a text or email when your most valuable assets move, or follow
them on Google Maps anytime on your phone or computer. Custom tracking options allow you to select the rate at which updates are sent – every
2½, 5, 10, 30 or 60 minutes.
Affordable and easy to use, SPOT Trace is a no-brainer for your cars, boats, motorcycles, toys and other valuables. NO WORRIES.

Hardware

As with all things SPOT, the RRP will be low and competitive estimated to be under $200

Service Fees

There will be two plans available and we estimate the tariffing to be as below and are yet to be confirmed. Subscription is paid directly to
FindmeSPOT and is charged in USD $

Basic Service Estimated $115 USD per Year
SPOT Trace automatically sends a SMS text/email with your asset’s GPS coordinates once movement has been detected. View the asset’s GPS
coordinates anytime online or via our app. Basic service allows you to customize your Trace to track every 5, 10, 30 or 60. Also, customize your
device’s dock mode, movement alert, status, low battery and power off settings.

Extreme Tracking Upgrade Estimated $99 USD per Year
Enjoy even greater assurance with Extreme Tracking. Enjoy all the features of Basic Service, with the added benefit of being able to track your asset’s
GPS coordinates every 2½ minutes.

The Power of Satellite
Using 100% satellite technology, SPOT Trace tracks your most valuable assets virtually anywhere in the world, beyond the reach of traditional cellular
coverage.

Peace of Mind at Your Fingertips
Instantly receive a text or email when your most valuable assets move, or follow them on Google Maps™ anytime on your phone or computer. SPOT
Trace Message Features:

Key Features:
•

Custom Tracking

•

Movement Alerts

•

Quick Setup

•

Easily Mountable

•

Rugged + Waterproof

•

Long Battery Life

•

Line Power Option

Customized Tracking Options to Fit Your Needs
Select the rate at which tracking updates are sent — every 2 ½, 5, 10, 30 or 60 minutes.

Advanced Theft-Alert Tracking for Anything
Once activated and powered on, SPOT Trace will acquire its exact coordinates from the GPS network. SPOT Trace sends the GPS location to
communication satellites. The satellites relay the message to a ground network, which uses the internet to route the message to your phone or
computer. SPOT Trace allows you to monitor your asset and track its movement in near real-time via Google Maps™. Because SPOT Trace uses
satellite technology, it can communicate from some of the most remote locations around the world. Never let your most valuable asset disappear
without a trace.

Multi- Purpose Design
SPOT Trace’s compact and discreet design allows the device to blend in seamlessly with its surroundings. Durable and lightweight, SPOT Trace goes
anywhere.

Power Options
•

(4) AAA Energizer® Ultimate Lithium 8x batteries (L92) — Installed

•

(4) AAA Energizer® NiMH rechargeable batteries (NH12) — Sold Separately

•

Line power with a 5v USB connection (NOT waterproof) — included

•

Waterproof line power with a custom USB cable — sold separately

Included Mounting Options
•

Reversible mounting bracket

•

Industrial strength double-sided tape

•

Adhesive grip pad

•

Adhesive hook and loop tape

Size & Performance
•

Height: 2.69 in (6.83 cm)

•

Width: 2.02 in (5.13 cm)

•

Thickness: .95 in (2.14 cm)

•

Weight: 3.1 oz. (87.9 g)

•

Operating Temp: -22 F to 140 F (-30 C to 60 C)

•

Operating Altitude: -328 ft. to 21,320 ft. (-100 m to 6,500 m)

•

Humidity Rated: MIL-STD-810F, Method 507.3, 95% to 100% cond.

•

Vibration Rated: Per SAE J1455

•

WATERPROOF RATED: IPX7 (1 m for up to 30 minutes
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